What is Integrated Literacy?
™

Integrated Literacy is a framework for K-12 instruction that leverages the complementary nature of reading and writing to make learning easier for kids and teaching better for teachers.
“If you learn to read, you can teach yourself anything you want. If you learn to write, you can teach anything to anyone else.”
—Donna Peha, Seattle Public Schools

Writing Process
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Writing is a process. Teachers help students
learn to move through it eﬃciently and effectively. Kids gain confidence when they
express themselves fluently in on-demand
writing tasks. But they acquire true competence when teachers emphasize revision and
editing in rigorous process writing.
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Writing Strategies
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Teachers introduce students to the important forms of writing produced in school
and in the world outside of it. Sentence and
paragraph writing activities improve fluency and prepare kids for brief on-demand
writing tasks. But the richest skills are acquired by working on whole forms.
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Writing Community

Reading Community

As an individual sport, writing can be a
lonely endeavor. Writers need readers to
provide actionable feedback that makes
their writing better. Writers also need other
writers from whom they can learn. To help
all kids succeed, teachers create supportive
classroom writing communities.

Writing

Writing is full of problems: What’s my topic?
How do I start? Do I have enough detail?
Do I need a comma here? And almost every
problem comes up in almost every piece.
Teachers help kids identify common writing
challenges and provide reliable, reusable
techniques to handle them eﬀectively.

Writing Applications

1

Social Studies

6

6

Writing Connections

Teachers connect writing with all subjects
across the curriculum because it is such a
powerful tool for learning. The readingwriting connection is especially important
because reading and writing are complementary processes—two sides of the single
literacy coin we all value so highly.
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Like writing, reading is also an individual
sport. Teachers turn out great players by
matching them with great texts. Whole class
reading plays a vital role, too. Teachers build
strong classroom reading communities that
help kids coax meaning out of shared texts
that they might not discover on their own.

Reading Connections

Math

Writing Quality

Teachers model their own writing and
guide students in analyzing the writing of
others. To clarify expectations, teachers use
explicit criteria—a language of quality that
matches our society’s standards of excellence. Kids also learn to assess their work
and set goals for improvement.

TEACHERS TEACH FEWER THINGS IN GREATER DEPTH
When reading and writing are taught in an integrated way, there is less curriculum to cover because many lessons and units build knowledge and skills in both subjects simultaneously. More
standards are addressed in less time. Material is explored in greater depth and complexity. And because teachers have more opportunities for re-teaching, and the modification of their instructional
delivery to meet student needs, they improve the quality of their practice as well.

Science

5

One reason reading is hard is because
we can’t see it happening. Criteria that
describes reading sheds light on this
mystery. When teachers give kids a shared
language of quality to talk about reading,
they learn faster because it’s easier for them
to know when they’re doing it well.

Reading Process

By thinking aloud as they read aloud, teachers model the process of reading. As they
explain how symbols map to sounds, how
sounds blend into words, how words represent ideas, and how ideas become knowledge, they bestow upon their students
some of education’s greatest gifts.

Reading

Reading is a part of every subject across the
curriculum; it’s a fundamental way students
acquire information in school. But it’s also
an important way students learn to write.
These two skills are so closely connected
that almost everything kids read provides
some opportunity to learn about writing.

Reading Quality

2

3

Reading Strategies

Teachers give kids essential tools to gain
meaning from text by giving them only essential tools. After readers develop fluency,
background knowledge is the best comprehension strategy. Rigorous and meaningful
reading is not the only way to build background knowledge, but it’s a good way.
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Reading Applications

Teachers help kids master the same text
forms read by literate people in school and
in the world outside of it. Teachers also
show kids how to perform the same tasks
that literate people perform with these
texts by giving them opportunities to do so
through appropriate real-life activities.

STUDENTS LEARN MORE THINGS WITH LESS CONFUSION
When reading and writing are taught in an integrated way, literacy is easier to learn because it
makes more sense. This is especially important for young students, students with learning challenges, students who do not live in literacy rich home environments, and English Language
Learners. Advanced students benefit, too, as they explore richer content and perform more complex and more rigorous tasks using tools they have more opportunities to master.
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How Does the Workshop Method of Teaching Fit into Integrated Literacy?

Integrated Literacy does not require the use of workshop methods but many teachers have found that Reader’s Workshop and Writer’s Workshop work well for them.
Writer’s Workshop

I

ntegrated Literacy is a framework, not a program; it is method-neutral. But for many teachers, Writer’s Workshop is their method of choice. Writer’s Workshop has been used by thousands of teachers
over the last 30 years. As more teachers have used it, our knowledge of its effectiveness has grown.

Teachers make Writer’s Workshop
better for students by:

Teachers make Writer’s Workshop
easier for colleagues by:

Teachers make Writer’s Workshop
work for administrators by:

Reader’s Workshop

I

n the time that Reader’s Workshop has evolved from Writer’s Workshop, teachers have improved it
dramatically—especially for our youngest readers—through the application of current research that
has demonstrated the need for explicit instruction and the importance of background knowledge.

Teachers make Reader’s Workshop
better for students by:

Teachers make Reader’s Workshop
easier for colleagues by:

Teachers make Reader’s Workshop
work for administrators by:

Providing explicit instruction in reliable, reusable techniques that are applied to both process writing and ondemand writing tasks.

Providing eﬀective lessons that new
practitioners use to get things off to a
strong start and to experience success
reliably thereafter.

Using an instructional model that is
easy to evaluate because it emphasizes
observable behaviors and consistently
produces tangible high quality results.

Providing explicit phonics instruction
based on The Alphabetic Principle in
reading and writing through isolated
and in-context techniques.

Identifying high-payoﬀ strategies for
appropriate use in ways that minimize
readers’ cognitive load and maximize
comprehension and enjoyment.

Aligning their instruction to a list of
explicit criteria that defines good reading in simple language that is easily
understood by everyone.

Combining solid approaches to spelling, punctuation, usage, and grammar
with rigorous editing techniques that
ensure student mastery of mechanics.

Defining instructional delivery and
curriculum planning techniques that
save time, reduce complexity, and increase confidence.

Defining terms and techniques explicitly so that progress toward staff
alignment is easy to assess because everyone is working off the same model.

Defining good reading with simple
criteria that encourage effective comprehension monitoring and that enable accurate student self-assessment.

Describing reading fluency in a precise and realistic way that supports
real-time assessment of many factors
that guide instruction.

Demonstrating their knowledge of
qualitative and quantitative levelling
methods that match students with
texts that accelerate progress.

Developing innovative models of assessment that guide instruction while
increasing student engagement and
improving ownership of results.

Developing management systems
that cultivate student independence
and improve the delivery of differentiated instruction.

Tracking implementation success in
ways that are tied directly to meaningful measurements of student achievement and teacher satisfaction.

Matching readers with texts at optimal levels and ensuring that their assertions of meaning directly reference
what is written.

Improving student background
knowledge through frequent reading
of content-rich short- and long-form
non-fiction texts.

Using eﬀective assessment techniques that quickly detect reading
challenges and that inform immediate
and effective intervention.
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Elements of Workshop

f you ask enough people, you’ll find that workshop isn’t a thing or a way; it’s a structure
teachers mold to match their students’ needs.
Five Elements of Workshop

Lesson. Four types of lessons are taught: management procedures, techniques of effective writers, qualities of good
work, and essential content like the conventions of writing.
Status. This is a quick “whip-around” activity where kids
tell teachers what they are working on for the day and
teachers make sure kids are working on what is best.
Work. Much of class time is spent with kids working. This
is the most important time in the workshop because applying skills through work is how kids learn best.
Conferencing. During work time, teachers meet with kids
individually and in groups to provide personalized instruction. This is the best teaching time there is.
Sharing. Students share their work with the class. This
improves ownership and provides feedback. It also helps
teachers identify some of their most important lessons.
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Ways of Workshop

nitially, workshop tends to be done one way: lesson, status, work time/conferencing, and sharing.
But teachers often discover that forms other than this classic approach solve unexpected problems
and improve the quality of the learning experience in different classroom situations.

Classic. This is the format
most people begin with.
Starting class with a lesson
is the most common way to
begin in almost any teaching method. Status of the
Class keeps everyone on
track. Moving from there to
work time and conferencing
is natural. Ending class with
sharing helps everyone see
what has been accomplished
and what needs to be done
next. Using the classic format of workshop establishes consistency and ensures
predictability.

Four Ways of Workshop
Share First. Beginning with
sharing has several advantages. If a teacher is unsure
of what to teach, the perfect
lesson may present itself as
a result of something that
comes up. Kids will sometimes be eager to share. Letting them do so at the beginning of class keeps them
working through to the end.
Finally, if the previous day’s
lesson or work time runs
long, teachers can still follow the classic and most
comfortable form of workshop across class sessions.

No Lesson. The lesson is often the least valuable time
during workshop. Teaching
one lesson to many learners
often misses the mark with
most. Lessons also take time
that could be spent with
kids working and the teacher offering valuable personalized instruction through
short, focused conferences.
Early in the year, many lessons are typically required.
But as the year winds down,
students become more independent and fewer lessons
are needed.

Block. In block schedules,
classes may meet every other day for 80 or 90 minutes.
To break up this extended
learning period, teachers
may choose to do two cycles
of the normal single-class
period structure. While two
lessons, two rounds of work
time, and even two sets of
sharing can be valuable, status typically need only be
taken once. Managed well,
workshop is ideal in a block
schedule format. In particular, lessons can be longer
and so can work times.

I

Ownership of Workshop

n time, many teachers find that workshop can
be run dynamically in ways that optimize instruction and improve classroom management.
Making Workshop Your Own

Give a LESSON when: (1)
Kids need to learn something; (2) Kids request help;
(3) You detect via conferencing that several students
have the same problem; (4)
Something in sharing creates a teachable moment.

Go to WORK when: (1) The
kids want to work; (2) Many
kids are behind; (3) You
want the kids to complete
an important task; (4) You
need to do a lot of conferencing; (5) You need a little
peace and quiet.

Take STATUS when: (1)
You’re not sure what’s next;
(2) You need to choose
a lesson; (3) You want to
know who needs a conference. (4) You want a commitment from kids about
what they are going to do.

Go to SHARING when: (1)
Writer’s need feedback;
(2) You, or the kids, need
to hear what everyone has
done; (3) You want to check
on the effectiveness of a lesson; (4) You need to plan a
new lesson quickly.
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How Does Integrated Literacy Work Across the Curriculum?

Integrated Literacy uses Learning Patterns™, a repertoire of reusable techniques that allows students and teachers to apply the same tools to different tasks in different subject areas.
The What-Why-How Strategy

I

W-W-H in U.S. History

I

nevitably we must all master the ability to think clearly by supporting logical statements with sufficient detail. We use this basic skill throughout our everyday lives. It’s not surprising, then,
that we use it throughout our academic lives, too.
Teaching logical thinking is difficult because it is abstract. To
make it more concrete, and to provide clearer and more actionable
feedback to students regarding their use of logic, teachers use the
What-Why-How strategy in many ways:
t Creating concrete ideas and strong support in expository prose.
t Crafting strong logical arguments in persuasive essays.
t Developing a thesis and supporting it fully in formal research
papers; understanding a thesis with reference to a text.
t Providing complete answers in on-demand writing situations.
t Introducing a compact framework for the scientific method.
t Checking one’s work in a math problem or logical task.
t Teaching students how to support an assertion in any form of
oral or written language.
t Sharpening inductive and deductive reasoning skills.
t Ensuring in reading that students make direct references to a
text when they make assertions about it.
In Western academic culture, logical arguments tend to follow a
What-Why-How pattern in some way. Once students have learned
this pattern, they can apply it in many contexts.

n this example, a student is organizing information for a report
on the Civil War. “What” stands for “What do you think?” This
is the writer’s thesis. “Why” stands for “Why do you think it?”
This column contains the writer’s reasons for asserting the thesis.
“How” stands for “How do you know?” This column holds the examples, explanations, and evidence that support the argument.

W-W-H in the Social Sciences

I

n this example, a group of students is gathering evidence in
support of a thesis about human behavior for a psychology
class. What-Why-How is a great way to gather evidence in support of a claim. Each time a new “Why” and “How” are added,
the argument becomes a little stronger. Arguments created in this
modular fashion can be easily rearranged for better effect.

WHAT

WHY

HOW

WHAT

WHY

The Civil War ignited over
the economics of slavery. But
after the Battle of Antietam
and Lincoln’s issuing of The
Emancipation Proclamation, the
morality of slavery became a
more significant driving force in
the conflict.

Southern states relied heavily
on the cotton economy, and the
large amount of slave labor it
required, to sustain their way
of life.

After Eli Whitney invented the
cotton gin in 1793, cotton became the South’s key cash crop,
even out-pacing tobacco.

When meeting goals determined by quantitative measurements, the nature of the goal
itself can distort the measuring
process.

Southern plantations produced
75% of the world’s cotton when
the Civil War began.

Most of this cotton was purchased by England and other
European nations.

Southerners were confident that
European countries importing
large amounts of cotton would
defend southern states in any
conflict, and that as a result,
there would be no war.

“What would happen if no
cotton was furnished for three
years? England would topple
headlong and carry the whole
civilized world with her to save
the South.”— Senator James
Henry Hammond of South Carolina, 1858.

While slavery was relatively rare
in northern states, true abolitionists were also relatively rare.

It is estimated that ardent abolitionists represented no more
than 5% of the population.

Only after the Battle of Antietam did Lincoln issue The
Emancipation Proclamation,
explicitly bringing the morality
of slavery to the forefront of the
conflict.

This helped the Union Army
gain new recruits. The exclusion of “border states” from the
proclamation may have kept
more people from enlisting in
the Confederate Army.

HOW

People striving to achieve the
goal may “game the system” by
acting in ways that alter the accuracy of the measurement.

In order to show consistently
rising sales, an electronics company in Silicon Valley bought up
its own equipment and hid it in
a “phantom” warehouse.

American social scientist, Donald T. Campbell proposed that
using metrics related to social
matters would cause distortion
in those measurements.

“The more any quantitative
social indicator is used for social
decision-making, the more
subject it will be to corruption
pressures and the more apt it
will be to distort and corrupt the
social processes it is intended to
monitor.”

Charles Goodhart, a British
banker, formulated a similar law
in relation to British economic
policy in the 1970s.

The most commonly known formulation of the law was created
by British anthropologist Dame
Ann Marilyn Strathern: “When
a measure becomes a target, it
ceases to be a good measure.”

Professional baseball players
often appeal rulings on the field
in order to enhance statistics
tied to bonuses.

At every game, there are four official scorers who determine the
outcome of every play. Major
League Baseball has a formal appeals process than can be used
to turn insignificant plays into
money-making statistics.

LEARNING PATTERNS USED WITH INTEGRATED LITERACY

What-Why-How

Great Beginnings

TM

• “What” stands for “What do you think?” This is
your opinion, your main idea, or your thesis in a
research paper.
• “Why” stands for “Why do you think it?”
These are the reasons you think what you think.
• “How” stands for “How do you know?” This is
the set of examples, explanations, and evidence
that make up your support.

• Example. Mr. Simmons didn’t
know that when he got on the bus
that morning, he wouldn’t get off.

What do you think?
The Nintendo Wii is the
best new game console.
Why do you think it?
It’s more popular than
XBox 360 or PS3.

• Question. What would happen if
you ate every meal at McDonald’s
for a month?

How do you know?
It’s sold more units than
XBox and PS3 combined.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

WHY DO YOU THINK IT?

It’s expensive.

It’s dangerous.
This is the main idea or
thesis. Stating it as a single complete sentence will
help your piece stay clear
and focused.

It’s bad for the environment.

HOW DO YOU KNOW?

• High gas prices.
• Insurance and repairs.
• New cars cost big $$$.
• More cars on the road.
• Drivers on cell phones.
• Accidents I’ve had.

• Explanations. Adding
detail to a reason. A
“why for a why.”

• Evidence. Facts and
figures, statistical data,
quotes, artifacts, etc.
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On a dark December night in 1776, as he led a barefoot brigade of ragged revolutionaries across the icy Delaware River, George Washington said, “Shift your fat
behind, Harry. But slowly or you’ll swamp the darn boat.”

• Dialog. “What do you mean we’re
not going to Disneyworld!” my sister screamed.

• Description. Dust and dirt were
everywhere. Cobwebs clung to the
corners. But it was home. For now.

• Feelings. I had never been so terrified in my life. I still get goosebumps thinking about it.

• Action. He raced down the stairs,
flew out the door, hopped on his
bike, and hit the road.

• Thoughts. Ooops! I’m in trouble
now, I realized, as I surveyed the
broken glass on the kitchen floor.

• Sound. Beep, beep, beep, beep.
The alarm chirped. But I was sound
asleep and didn’t hear it.

• List. Sore muscles, mosquito bites,
no video games. That’s what camping means to me.

• Thoughts. It’s odd to be so hungry, I thought to myself, especially
after eating those nine burritos.

3. Focus on the “How” column and the “Three Es of Strong Support.”
Use a combination of examples, explanations, and evidence.
• Examples. A story, an
experience from your
life or someone else’s.

• Example. The Mariners pulled off
a crazy come-from-behind victory
last night to take first place.

3. Combine strategies for richer beginnings. It’s good to try more than
one beginning for a piece. Sometimes, you can even put them together.

• Pollutes the air.
• Uses natural resources.
• More roads to build.
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WHATWHYHOW
Improve logical thinking in reading, writing, and all subjects with
this foundational pattern.

• Description. Light flooded the
dark kitchen and cool air hit my
face as I bent down to peerinside.
• Question. Would I find the tasty
snack I was looking for, or had
someone cleaned out the fridge?

[NEW PARAGRAPH] [INDENT] [CAPITAL] on a dark [CAPITAL] december night in 1776 [COMMA] as
he led a barefoot brigade of ragged rev [HYPHEN] olutionaries across the icy [CAPITAL]
delaware [CAPITAL] river [COMMA] [CAPITAL] george [CAPITAL] washington said [COMMA]
[QUOTE] [CAPITAL] shift your fat behind [COMMA] [CAPITAL] har ry [PERIOD] [ CAPITAL] but slowly or you [APOSTROPHE] ll swamp the darn boat [PERIOD] [QUOTE] [END OF PARAGRAPH ]

2. Conventions inquiry. What do you know? What do you want to know?
EXAMPLE

December

RULE

What about days? And
written out numbers?

George Washington

Name of a person

Any person? Or just famous
people?

General

A title

Sometimes titles are not
capitalized. Why?

“Ox”

A nickname

It’s still a name even if it’s
not his real name.

4. Edit Passes. When you edit your writing, focus on one problem at a time
in this order: words (left out, repeated, wrong, etc.), sentences, commas,
capitalization, paragraphs, spelling, dialog, and “the little stuff.”

10

GREAT BEGINNINGS
Create readers’ attention with a
repertoire of reusable techniques
that improve writing dramatically.

TM

2. Define the new word. Look at different dictionary definitions but come
up with your own in as few words as possible. Focus on language that is
simple, accurate, and understandable. Don’t make the definition harder to
understand than the word you are defining.
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CONVENTIONS READING
Ensure students master the rules of
punctuation with repeatable practice that is fun and easy to teach.

1. Use Content-Purpose-Audience to organize informational writing.
Here’s a pre-write for a report on George Washington.
MAIN IDEA

C
O
N
T
E
N
T

George Washington was a reluctant
hero. He would rather have been a
farmer and a family man than a great
general or the President.

3. Connect the word with its use in a sentence, its origin, synonyms,
other forms, etc. Each time you make a connection, you give yourself another way to learn the new word.
• Synonyms. glowing, gleaming, luminous, lustrous.

• Origin. From the Greek words
“phos” (light) and “phoros” (carrier).

• Forms. phosphorescence (noun),
phosphorescently (adverb).

4. Extend your understanding. Look for additional information about the
word and write down ideas that interest you. Think also about connections
to your own life. Often, we’ve heard words before, or heard about things related to them, that can help us with our understanding.
• Any time we see something that
says “glow in the dark” that means
it’s phosphorescent. It’s like that
paint people use to put stars on
the ceilings in their bedrooms.

• Related to incandescent which refers to something that glows
when heated. Phosphorescent
means something that glows
when exposed to ultraviolet light.
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DEFINECONNECTEXTEND
Use an all-purpose memorization
strategy that is particularly wellsuited to vocabulary instruction.

THINK

P
U
R
P
O
S
E

• He lost most of the battles he
fought.
• He didn’t want to be President.

The great heroes of American history
are often a lot more like regular people than how they are portrayed in
school and in the movies.

Think carefully about the way books
and movies describe American heroes. Study the whole person, not
just their reputation.

QUESTIONS

• Why didn’t he want to be President?
Kids in middle and high school who
are studying American history.

• What did he say about his family life
and working on his plantation?
• What did Washington want most?
• Why don’t we usually learn about
the personal side of George Washington?
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• Example. As this season of Mariner miracles comes to a close,
there’s just one question on everyone’s mind: Can they do it again
next year?

2. Base your endings on successful models. Look at the kinds of endings
other writers use and try their techniques in your own writing.

• His favorite thing to do was to
work on his farm.

DO

PEOPLE

A
U
D
I
E
N
C
E

KEY DETAILS

41

CONTENTPURPOSEAUDIENCE
Create or comprehend any text
form. Often used with persuasive
and informational texts.

• Question. Why didn’t I think it
through more carefully? When will
I ever learn my lesson?

• Feelings. He was laughing so hard
I thought he’d fall over. And everyone else was laughing, too.

• Description. Dead quiet. Nobody
said a word. We just listened to the
sound of the rain and wondered.

• Advice. Flu season is right around
the corner. So get your shot before
it gets you.

• Remember. If you’re ever in that
situation again, just remember: It’s
the green wire not the red wire.

• Lesson. The guy who said “Slow
and steady makes the grade” probably wasn’t working on deadline.

• Future. We don’t know when we’ll
run out of oil. But we know we’ll
run out some day—and soon.

• Do. Take a few minutes at the end
of each day and think of all the
good things in your life.

11

HAPPY ENDINGS
Creating endings that feel finished
and give reader’s something important to think about.

TM

1. Use the Idea-Details strategy for note taking. Most textbooks are organized into short sections of ideas and supporting details:

• Ideas. Main idea, details, “showing”, purpose, originality, etc.

• Sentence Fluency. Structure,
rhythm, expressiveness, etc.

• Organization. Leads, endings, sequencing, pacing, transitions, etc.

• Conventions. Punctuation, spelling, grammar, etc.

• Voice. Personality, honesty, individuality, emotions, tone, etc.

• Presentation. Formatting, layout,
graphics, design, etc.

Plants, algae, and even some bacteria use a process called photosynthesis to
convert sunlight into energy. Photosynthesis occurs in two stages. In the first
stage, light-dependent reactions capture the energy of light and use it to
make high-energy carrier molecules called ATP that are used in the second
stage. During the second stage, the light-independent reactions, sometimes
called dark reactions, use the high-energy ATP molecules to capture carbon
dioxide and create the beginnings of carbohydrates.

• Word Choice. Strong verbs, usage, memorable phrases, etc.

• Story Elements. Character, plot,
setting, conflict, etc.

Two stages of photosynthesis.

IDEA

• A complete sentence. It’s not the
topic, it’s what the writer wants you
to know about it.

• Important to the writer. What
one thing does the writer seem to
care about most?

• A message, a lesson, a moral. It’s
what the writer most wants you to
understand and benefit from.

• Important to the reader. What
do you care about most in this particular text?

2. Use the Idea-Details strategy for constructed responses. Here, the
writer is answering the question, “Who won The Battle of Antietam?”
IDEA

The Union won the Battle of Antietam even though both armies lost
the nearly same number of men.

4. Why did the writer write this? This is the writer’s purpose. To figure it
out, remember “think and/or do.”
• Think. What does the writer want
you to think?

DETAILS

Kept Lee from invading the North.
Kept Britain and France from supporting the South.
Gave Lincoln a chance to introduce the Emancipation Proclamation.

• Do. What does the writer want you
to do?

5. What does the audience need to know to understand and appreciate this text? Sometimes you can give people important background information that helps them understand the text and your assessment of it.
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DETAILS

1. Light-dependent reactions use
light to make molecules of ATP for
the second stage.
2. Light-independent or dark reactions use ATP molecules to capture carbon dioxide and begin to
produce carbohydrates.

3. What’s the one most important thing the writer wants you to
know? This is the main idea. Your response should be something that is:

Ending. I felt then as I do today that I
missed something in my father. He
was a hard man to understand. And an
even harder man to love. But when I
think about missing the value of a gift
he gave me, I wonder what other gifts
I missed. And how valuable they might
be if I could find them now.
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1. What makes this text good? Think about the language you use to talk
about quality in writing.

2. What would make this text better? Use the same categories from Big
Question #1. Be thoughtful, be critical, be fair. But don’t rewrite the text.

3. Don’t go back, go beyond. Don’t restate your beginning at the end,
your reader already read it! Instead, take your reader just a little bit further.
Beginning. My father never had much
money but he loved giving gifts. As a
boy, I imagined him spending his last
pennies on treasures just for me. As I
grew up, I realized that the joy he took
in gift giving had little to do with sacrifice. But my sense of him as a generous man never diminished.

Idea-Details

The Five Big Questions

1. Wrap things up and give your readers something to think about. Tie
up loose ends but don’t stop there. Send ‘em off with something to chew on.
• Example. It took a while to convince Grandpa that his hearing aid
hadn’t been stolen by pirates. But
we never did figure out what to do
with all that jello.

• He missed his family and didn’t
like being away from them.

phosphorescent = giving off light

• Sentence. “At night, the rock gave
off an eery phosphorescent glow.”

Happy Endings

Content-Purpose-Audience

TM

1. Learning vocabulary is about making associations. Don’t just study a
new word and its definition. Study a related set of ideas that are associated
with the word. This not only helps you learn the word more effectively, it
helps you learn other things (including other new words) at the same time.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS

Name of a month

3. Conventions rules. With a little practice, you can create your own writing rule book. Most rules sound like this: “Use a [name of mark] to/when/for
[description of writing situation].” For example, “Use commas to separate
items in a list.” or “Use a capital letter for names, places, the word “I”, things
that are one-of-a-kind, and the beginning of a sentence.”

Three Beginnings Combined
Light flooded the dark kitchen,
and cool air hit my face as I bent
down to peerinside. Would I find
the tasty snack I was looking for,
or had someone cleaned out the
fridge? It’s odd to be so hungry, I
thought to myself, especially after
eating those nine burritos. But
here I was looking for a tenth.
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Define-Connect-Extend

TM

1. Conventions reading. Saying the punctuation along with the words is
no way to read. But it’s a fun and easy first step in learning to punctuate.

2. Base your beginnings on successful models. Look at the kinds of beginnings other writers use and try their techniques in your own writing.

2. Use the What-Why-How strategy for expository and persuasive
writing. Essays, essay questions, editorials, research papers, recommendations, anything that requires you to sustain a logical argument.
Driving is becoming a
less desirable means of
getting around.

Conventions Reading

1. Get your readers’ attention and make them want to read more.
Work fast. You’ve got ten seconds to hook your readers and reel them in.

1. Most logical arguments follow a “what-why-how” pattern. It’s all
about what you think, why you think it, and how you know you’re right.

29

THE FIVE BIG QUESTIONS
Guide revision and improve critical reading with questions that are
easily modified for all subjects.

Even though both armies lost nearly the same number of men, the Union
gained the most from the battle because it kept Lee from invading the North
and kept Britain and France from supporting the South. It also gave Lincoln
the chance to introduce the Emancipation Proclamation.
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IDEADETAILS
Master the basic building blocks of
reading, writing, and thinking with
a simple yet powerful technique.
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How Does Integrated Literacy Work Across the Curriculum?

Integrated Literacy uses Learning Patterns™, a repertoire of reusable techniques that allow students and teachers to apply the same tools to different tasks in different subject areas.
The Transition-Action-Details Strategy

I

T-A-D in World History

I

nformation that is sequentially organized is “psychologically privileged” in the brain as cognitive scientists tell us. Stories
and other events sequenced in a logical order are easier to remember and recall than information organized in other ways.
The Transition-Action-Details strategy can be used to capture
any sequence of events and render that sequence in a logical way
that can be used for many applications:
t Describing the sequence of events in a personal narrative essay.
t Creating a plot summary of a novel.
t Summarizing the main points in a newspaper or magazine article, or any other piece of informational writing.
t Capturing the important ideas, in the order in which they occur, in a textbook section.
t Describing the progression of an historical event.
t Creating the framework for a biography or autobiography.
t Explaining the steps used to solve a problem or to complete a
process in math or science.
t Create step-by-step directions in any situation.
t Explain cause and effect relationships.
Any time information can be arranged sequentially, TransitionAction-Details can be used to capture that order in a simple format. It can be used by students in a variety of academic applications and by teachers to improve lesson presentation.

n this example, a teacher and her students have captured the
major events that formed the basis of the long-standing conflict
in the Middle East. The sequence begins with the end of World
War I in 1917 and ends with Israel’s 1967 victory in the Six Day
War. T-A-D is a useful share note taking tool that helps teachers organize their lessons and gives students an easy-to-study reference.

T-A-D in Science

I

n this example, a student is using the Transition-Action-Details
strategy to organize notes from a textbook on the events that
occur when light enters the eye, triggering a series of chemical reactions leading to the discharge of electrical impulses to the
brain that enable us to process visual information. T-A-D makes
sequential processes like this easier to remember.

TRANSITION

ACTION

When the Turkish Ottoman
Empire collapsed at the end of
World War I,

Great Britain ended up administering Palestine.

tLeague of Nations’ Mandate
System; article 22.

When light enters the eye,

It hits the cornea first.

tIt passes through the cornea,
then the aqueous humor, the
lens, and the vitreous humor.

In 1917, at the urging of Zionist groups in England,

The British issued the Balfour
Declaration.

tThe declaration supported
“the establishment in Palestine of a national home for
the Jewish people.”

Eventually,

The light reaches the retina, the
light-sensing part of the eye.

During the years of the Mandate, 1922-1947,

Large number of Jews immigrated to Palestine.

tMany fleeing Nazi persecution.

tThe retina has rods and
cones.
tRods handle vision in low
light.
tCones handle color vision
and detail.

In 1947,

The UN proposed splitting
Palestine into two states.

tOne state for Palestinian
Arabs, the other for Jews.
tJerusalem was internationalized; resolution 181 of 1947.

When light contacts these two
types of cells,

A series of complex chemical
reactions occurs.

tA chemical called Rhodopsin
creates electrical impulses in
the optic nerve.

When it is exposed to light,

Rhodopsin decomposes.

tLight causes a physical
change in part of the chemical.

In an extremely fast reaction,
beginning in a few trillionths
of a second,

Rhodopsin breaks down and
eventually forms Metarhodopsin.

tThis chemical results in
electrical impulses that are
transmitted to the brain and
interpreted as light.

In 1948,

DETAILS

Israel declared its independence.

In 1967, as a result of the Six
Day War,

TRANSITION

tArab nations attacked Israel.
tIsrael won the war claiming
75% of the land in Palestine.
tHalf of the Palestinians left or
were thrown out.

Israel came to occupy the remaining territory of Palestine.

ACTION

tIsrael won control of the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip.

DETAILS

LEARNING PATTERNS USED WITH INTEGRATED LITERACY

Transition-Action-Details

Expressive Reading

TM

1. Use Transition-Action-Details to pre-write any narrative. It’s perfect
for memoir or other personal experience writing; great for fiction, too.
TRANSITION

ACTION

DETAILS

Last summer,

I went on vacation with my
family to the ocean.

• We go almost every year.
• There’s a lot to do.
• My dog and I go exploring.

On the third day,

I was walking with my dog,
Gepetto, along a cliff overlooking the beach below.

• About 75 feet up above
the beach.
• On a narrow path.

As we got up to the highest We saw a small animal
point on the cliff,
scurry under some rocks.
TO BE CONTINUED...

• It startled me at first.
• I just kept on walking.
• Gepetto ran after it.

TRANSITION

ACTION

Great Britain ended up administering Palestine.

In 1917, at the urging of Zi- The British issued the Balonist groups in England,
four Declaration.
During the years of the
Mandate, 1922-1947,

Many Jews immigrated to
Palestine.
TO BE CONTINUED...

DETAILS

League of Nations’ Mandate
System; League Covenant
Article 22.
“...the establishment of a
national home for the Jewish people.”
Mostly from Eastern Europe; many fleeing Nazi
persecution in the 1930s.

3. Try this order: beginning, end, middle, details, transitions. Start with
the first “Action” box, then fill in the last “Action” box, and then the actions in
the middle. Now, add details. Finally, fill in transitions if you need them.
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• Change pitch. Making your voice
go up and down as you follow a
sentence or switch characters
helps you understand where ideas
begin and end.

• Change rhythm. Stopping and
starting, speeding up and slowing
down help readers see how small
parts of sentences combine to
create complete thoughts.

• Change volume. Saying some
words louder and longer than
others creates emphasis and
helps you know what’s important.

• Change tone. Sometimes, readers use a soft, warm voice; sometimes their voice is cold and hard.
Tone communicates feeling.

2. Expressive readers use techniques that match the way we speak.
The following strategies will make your reading sound more like talking:

2. Transition-Action-Details also works for other sequential forms.
Historical events, directions, algorithms, processes, procedures, summaries,
anything that goes step-by-step in a fixed order.
When the Turkish Ottoman Empire collapsed at
the end of World War I,

1. Make your voice match the meaning. Instead of reading like a robot,
change your voice to match the meaning of what you read:

12

TRANSITIONACTIONDETAILS
Create a pre-write for any narrative. Summarize the plot of a novel
or the important ideas in any text.

• Go slow. To increase expression,
decrease speed; extra expression
takes extra time.

• Straight up for an exclamation.
Increase both pitch and volume
for an exclamation.

• Repeat till it’s complete. If you
mess up, repeat the sentence
from the beginning.

• Stop at a period, pause at a
comma. Pause at colons, semicolons, and dashes, too.

• Sentence high and low. Start
high, then lower the pitch slightly
as you near the end.

• Character high, narrator low.
Higher pitch for spoken words;
lower for attributions.

• Sentence fast and slow. Start
quick, then slow down slightly as
you near the end.

• Emphasize important words.
Call attention to a word or phrase
with pitch, volume, tone, or timbre.

• Up at the end for a question.
The pitch of your voice springs up
at the finish.

• Once more with feeling. Match
your emotions to the meaning of
the words.

Question-Infer-Clarify

Action. I’m opening a present. I saved this one for last
because I think it’s the one I wanted most.

1. Use Question-Infer-Clarify to improve your understanding of a
challenging text. Ask questions first. Then infer the answers. Don’t worry if
you get them right or wrong, just make good guesses. Then, using both
your questions and your answers, clarify your understanding of the passage.

Feelings. I’m excited bcause it looks like the game console I wanted.

QUESTION

Setting. It’s Christmas morning. There’s torn paper all
over the livingroom. My whole family is watching.

What’s a “U-2
flight”?

2. Improve the action with the Idea-Details strategy. Put the “action” on
the left. On the right, add details in a bullet list.
IDEA

I’m opening a present.

DETAILS

• Struggle with the ribbon.
• Rip into the paper.
• Look for words on the box.

TELL

I’m excited.

SHOW

• My hands are shaking.
• My heart is pounding.
• I start to sweat.

EXPRESSIVE READING
Improve reading fluency and comprehension because both are tied so
closely to meaning.

What is “escalation”?

INFER

A “U2 flight” tells
them about weapons.
A blockade stops
people from coming or going.
The Bay of Pigs
was a battle that
didn’t go well.
The message was
to stop building
missiles.
Escalation means
“going up”.

WHAT YOU’VE WRITTEN

As I leaned over the cliff, I saw my dog,
Gepetto, dangling there, 100 feet
above the rocks below, terrified, trying
to hold his grip by clawing at the frail
branches of a tiny tree.

IDEA

DETAILS

As I leaned over the cliff, I saw my dog,
Gepetto, dangling there, 100 feet
above the rocks below, terrified, and
trying to hold his grip by clawing at
the frail branches of a tiny tree.

The branches were just twigs, hardly
more than a quarter inch thick, cracking and tearing each time he struggled
to climb up. I couldn’t imagine how
they were supporting his weight.

ACTIONFEELINGSSETTING
Capture the essential elements of
a scene in writing. Understand the
basics of any character-based text.
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QUESTIONINFERCLARIFY
Improve close reading of any text
with a single comprehension strategy that can be used repeatedly.

• Objects

• Explanations

• Actions

• Sounds

• Descrpitions

• Attributes

• Thoughts

• Feelings

• Examples

• Etc.
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• Add-On Parts. These parts provided added information: “…and
set off on the bold errand he’d
been preparing for all his life.”

3. Use the Draw-Label-Caption strategy to capture sequences that illustrate a progression or process. Draw-Label-Caption is ideal for diagramming ideas that unfold over time including things like steps in a geometry proof, stages in a scientific process, or sketches that reflect the narrative
progression of historical events.

16

SENTENCE STRUCTURING
Produce grammatically correct
sentences, clarify thought, and
improve reading comprehension.
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• A complete sentence. It’s not just
the topic, it’s what you want your
readers to know about it.

• Important to the writer. This is
the point of the whole piece; you
have to really care about it.

• A message, a moral, a lesson. It’s
what you most want your reader to
understand and benefit from.

• Important to the reader. Make a
good guess about what your reader really cares about.

2. The main idea may be stated or implied. In expository and persuasive
writing, you’ll probably state your main idea literally, often at the beginning.
But in narrative writing, and especially in fiction, the story will serve as an
example of your main idea, and you’ll let the reader figure it out.

REGION C

7 x 3 = 21

2. Use the Draw-Label-Caption strategy for note taking. In less formal
situations, the strategy can be used to quickly capture information in a visual format.

• Intro + In-Between + Main. Ten minutes later, having dismissed his students
early to lunch, he sat at his computer hunting and pecking his way to a good
deal on a two-week trip to the West Indies.
• Main + In-Between + Add-On. Mr. Funston leaned back in his big teacher
chair, forgetting about the twelve pounds he’d put on at Thanksgiving, and
immediately tumbled backward into the Halloween bulletin board he’d neglected to take down.

DETAILING
Master a reusable repertoire of
strategies to add details in writing
and improve text comprehension.

D

(2 x 2) / 2 = 2

The total area is 43. To find the area, I created four rectangular regions and
added their areas. In Regions B and C, I multiplied length and width. In Regions A and D, I also multiplied length and width, but I divided by 2 because
the triangles I was measuring have exactly half the area of rectangles.

• Main + Add-On + Add-On. He saw himself on the beach, baking in the midday sun, enjoying tasty snacks and refreshing beverages.
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3 x 4 = 12

B

C

• Main + In-Between + Main. The Lesser Antilles, he realized, would be the
perfect place for a warm winter hiatus.

8

REGION B

A

REGION D

• Main + Add-On. He stared at the blank faces of his students, perplexed that he
had nothing whatsoever to teach them today.

SHOW

• Sights

• Intro Parts. These parts introduce other parts, especially main
parts: “On a bitter cold winter
morning,….”

1. The main idea is the one most important thing you want your
reader to know. If you could boil a piece down to a single sentence that
represented what it was all about, that would be your main idea. You know
you’ve found one when you’ve found something that is:

FINDING THE AREA OF AN IRREGULAR POLYGON
REGION A

(4 x 4) / 2 = 8

• Intro + Main. As class began, Mr. Funston dreamed of Christmas vacation.

I froze on the spot. I felt my heart race
and my breathing quicken, but I
couldn’t move. I tried to yell for help
but nothing came out.

• Questions

• In-Between Parts. These parts
go in between other parts. They
feel like a slight interruption: “…a
young man of simple means but
good intentions,….”

2. Parts go together to make patterns. Use the patterns by replacing the
model content with your own writing. Here are a few to start with:

3. Use the Tell-Show strategy to add descriptive “showing” detail.
Showing is more specific; it helps readers make pictures in their mind.
TELL

• Main Parts. These parts usually
contain the main action of the
sentence: “Malcolm Maxwell,…
left the quiet country town in
which he’d been raised,….”

Main Idea

TM

1. Use the Draw-Label-Caption strategy to convey information. The
strategy will work well any time diagramming is required.

1. Sentences are made of parts. There are four types of sentence parts:
lead-in parts, main parts, in-between parts, and add-on parts.
On a bitter cold winter morning, Malcolm Maxwell, a young man of simple
means but good intentions, left the quiet country town in which he’d been
raised, and set off on the bold errand he’d been preparing for all his life.

How did he get like that?
Did he fall to the bottom?
What did you do to help him?
How did you feel?

4. Use the Detail Categories strategy for the widest range of options.
Generate details by thinking of categories like the following:

2. Improve comprehension by repeating the process. If parts of the
passage still don’t make sense, question, infer, and clarify again.

9

QUESTIONS READERS MIGHT HAVE

2. Use the Idea-Details strategy to add support. Read over what you’ve
written. Pick the best sentence or phrase and add to it.

I was scared.

Draw-Label-Caption

Sentence Structuring

1. A detail is the answer to a question a reader might have. To add details, think of the questions readers might have about what you’ve written:

CLARIFY

Christmas morning. Paper all over the livingroom. My family watching me
as i unwrap my last present. It’s the game cosole I asked for.
My hands shake as I struggle with the ribbon. My heart is pounding. I rip
into the paper and look frantically for words on the box. Nothing. I start to
sweat. It’s a plain white box. Oh no! I can’t believe it! It’s a sweater.
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What was the “Bay
of Pigs”?

They were unsure of what action to take,
but convinced that action was called for.
By October 19, U-2 flights showed four
sites operational. At this time, three options were considered: air strikes, invasion, and blockade. Memories of The Bay
of Pigs dampened enthusiasm for sending in troops. And when further assessments suggested that air strikes could result in 10-20 thousand casualties, and another U-2 flight discovered bombers and
cruise missiles along the northern shore,
a decision was made to put a blockade
into effect. A strong but limited action
that sent a clear message and left options open if escalation was called for, a
blockade was technically an act of war,
so the term “quarantine” was used.

Detailing

TM

They didn’t know what the right thing was to do but they knew they
couldn’t just let them keep building missiles. The invasion seemed
too risky because of what had happened before. And air strikes
would have killed too many people. The blockade seemed like a
good idea because it would stop them from building more missiles
but not risk too many lives. They didn’t want to start a war, so they
called it a quarantine instead.

3. Put it all together. Use your pre-writing to get started. Make changes.
Move things around. Leave things out. Add new stuff. Make it sound great.

21

What’s a “blockade”?

How does a blockade “send a clear
message”?

3. Use the Tell-Show strategy to “show” your feelings. To show your
feelings, instead of telling about them, describe how you looked at the time.

3. Expression works even when you read silently. Listen to the voice inside your head as you read. You can still hear changes in expression. Pay attention to the “sound” of silent reading. It will help you improve.
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Action-Feelings-Setting
1. Start with a picture of yourself doing something. Draw or make a
picture in your mind. What are you doing? How do you feel? Where are you?
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DRAWLABELCAPTION
Pre-write a scene in writing. Capture a scene in reading. Diagram in
math, social studies, and science.

Stated Main Idea
A dog is the perfect pet to take on a
trip. Last summer, I took my dog,
Gepetto, to the beach. We played together everywhere. We explored the
rocky shore and chased the seagulls.
We even climbed up huge cliffs. I
couldn’t imagine doing any of these
things with a cat or a bird or a goldfish.
Could you?

Implied Main Idea
A rabbit and a turtle have a race. The
rabbit races ahead and takes a nap.
The turtle plugs along and catches up.
The rabbit races off but gets tired and
stops to rest again. The turtle just
keeps going, laying one huge turtle
foot in front of the other, eventually
lumbering his way to victory while the
rabbit naps near the finish line.

Main Idea: “A dog is the perfect pet to
take on a trip.” (Written in the piece.)

Main Idea: “Slow and steady wins the
race.” (Not written in the piece.)

3. Main idea is a powerful tool for revision. Draft a bit, then ask yourself,
“What’s the one most important thing I want my reader to know?” Write your
main idea in a single sentence at the top of the page. Now, reread your draft. If
you find things that don’t go with your main idea, consider deleting them.
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MAIN IDEA
Define a key literacy concept and
teach kids how to craft and comprehend a thesis statement.
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How Does Integrated Literacy Work With Learners of All Ability Levels?

Integrated Literacy’s Learning Patterns™ are taught along a continuum of gradually increasing independence and a continuum of gradually increasing complexity.
Lay a Solid Foundation From the Start

I

t’s important to start kids off with a solid understanding of a given technique. Often, the best way to
do this is to introduce the technique in a simplified form that everyone can master easily. This helps
students acquire additional knowledge on the way to mastering complex skills.
BEGINNING

Start with the simplest and most important elements of a
strategy that form the foundation of its use.

T

A

D

T

A

W

H

W

Complete a portion of the strategy that represents complete expression but does not require complete execution.

D

T

Start kids on the Transition-Action-Details strategy with the
first action and the last. Then have them fill out the actions in
between to create a logical sequence of events.

W

TRANSITIONAL

W

A

Adding one to three items in the “Details” column of the
Transition-Action-Details strategy is a logical step that leads
naturally to a more successful expression of ideas.

H

W

W

Start kids on the What-How-How strategy with one statement
in the “What” column and one supporting element in the “Why”
column. Then have them add additional support as needed.

Combine strategies and variations of strategies to add
rigor, to solve complex problems, and to improve quality.

Action

Details

I went with my family to visit
the Grand Canyon.

t*OFWFSLOFXJUXBTTPIVHF
t*XBTOPUFYDJUFECVU*IBE
NPSFGVOUIBO*UIPVHIU

0OFUIFTFDPOEEBZPG
our trip,

8FXFOUPOBIFMJDPQUFS
ride down deep inside the
DBOZPO

t*UXBTTDBSZCVUGVO
t.ZNPNHPUTJDLCVUTIF
TBJETIFIBEBHPPEUJNF

We stayed in this really weird
IVOUJOHMPEHFQMBDF

t*UIBEIFBETPGEFBE
BOJNBMTPOUIFXBMMCVUUIF
GPPEXBTQSFUUZHPPE

Adding a column for “Feelings” often improves voice.

...take a detail and “show it” with the “Tell-Show” strategy.

8FFBDIUPPLBXBMLPOUIJT
CJHHMBTTQBUIUIBUTUJDLTPVU
PWFSUIFDBOZPO

t:PVDBOTFFSJHIUUISPVHIJU
BMMUIFXBZUPUIFCPUUPN
t.PNEJEOUHPPOUIBUPOF

Once students have learned the Transition-Action-Details
strategy completely, it can be easily extended it in many ways
that expand students’ knowledge and skill.

“Show, don’t tell!” is common advice that tells kids what to do to
improve their writing. Combining the Tell-Show strategy with
the Transition-Action-Details strategy shows them how to do it.

8FTBWFEUIFDPPMFTUUIJOH
for last.

Why

H

By adding additional What-Why-How rows, students express
additional fully supported ideas. Each row of the chart can
become a paragraph for a multi-paragraph piece of writing.

T

A

T

A

W

How

.ZMJUUMFTJTUFSESJWFTNF
DSB[Z

t4IFTBMXBZTCPUIFSJOHNF
t4IFTJOHTBMPOHXJUIUIF
SBEJPCBEMZ

I always wonder why we just
EPOUUBLFBOBJSQMBOF

t*LOPXJUTNPSFFYQFOTJWF
CVUZPVLOPXXIBUUIFZTBZ
i5JNFJTNPOFZw

8FSFBMXBZTIVOHSZBOE
tired when we arrive.

t8FKVTUFOEVQFBUJOHBOE
HPJOHUPTMFFQ

D

D

T

W

D

F

H

W

H

H

D

Tell

T

Show

A

D

Use Transition-Action-Details to support ideas with anecdotes.

Adding an extra “How” column prompts kids for more support.

W

A

For the most important items in the “Details” column...

Adding an extra “Details” column encourages more support.

t5IFSFTSFBMMZOPUIJOHUPEP
t*EPOUFWFOMJLFQMBZJOH
with my iPad after a while.

A row of a What-Why-How is a well-supported paragraph.

W

COMBINED

Create variations of the strategy that extend its usefulness
in logical ways based on its fundamental structure.

Last summer,

*IBUFUBLJOHSFBMMZMPOHESJWFT *UTCPSJOH
JOUIFDBSXJUINZGBNJMZ

W

EXTENDED

Complete the strategy in its simplest form. Students may
want to use it this way several times before moving on.

What

H

I

magine students know four writing techniques, one for each type of writing they have learned.
When challenged with a situation requiring the use of all four techniques in the same piece, we
would want them to combine their skills in thoughtful ways to solve this more complex problem.

COMPLETE

Transition

D

Extend Skills to Solve Complex Problems

3E

W

W

H

A “3E” column improves examples, explanations, and evidence.

Expand a “How” column detail with Transition-Action-Details.

As a technique for developing strong logical arguments, the
What-Why-How strategy can always be extended when more
support is needed to bolster unusual or controversial opinions.

It’s very common within a logical argument created with the
What-Why-How strategy to use the Transition-Action-Details
strategy to create a brief anecdote that illustrates the thesis.

LEARNING PATTERNS USED WITH INTEGRATED LITERACY
Knowledge Patterns

2. Encapsulate the concept so you can use it over and over. Now we’ll
use the common elements we abstracted to set up a table we can use to fill
in the new information we want to learn.

1. Track your understanding as you read. Here are four situations to
watch for that might mean you’re missing something:
• A feeling something doesn’t
make sense. The most common
clue is that what you’re reading
now doesn’t make sense with
what you’ve read before.
• An unknown character. Sometimes a character will seem to appear out of nowhere. Chances are
you missed the introduction at an
early point in the story.

BATTLE

• Reread. Back up a bit and read it
over again.

3. Model a new example you are trying to learn about. To create a
model of a particular battle, we fill in the blanks with the right information.
THE BATTLE OF ANTIETAM

The Union Army for the North; The Confederate Army for the South
September 17, 1862
Sharpsburg, MD (Antietam Creek)
Both sides lost many men but the North is said to have won.
The loss caused General Lee to call off an invasion of the North. It
also kept England and France from supporting the South. And it
helped President Lincoln issue the Emancipation Proclamation.
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• A surprising change of place.
Sometimes you think you’re still in
one setting when the story has
moved on to someplace else.

I pledge allegiance to the flag of
the United States of America and
to the Republic for which it
stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice
for all.

• An idea out of the blue. In nonfiction texts, most new ideas are
logically connected to previous
ideas. If something seems disconnected, you may have missed it
when it was discussed before.

• Rethink. Stop reading. Think
about what and what you’re missing. Ask yourself a question or
two. What is it, specifically, that
you don’t understand?

• Reread the current paragraph.
Go back to the first sentence and
read through to the last.

KNOWLEDGE PATTERNS
Organize information using logical
patterns based on common characteristics to improve study and recall.

• Retell. If you’ve got someone to
talk to, tell them a bit about what
you’ve just read. If you’re alone,
tell yourself.

3. Rereading is the most effective fix-up strategy. Reading something a
second time (or even a third or a fourth!) is the easiest and best way to improve your understanding. Here are four ways to go about it:
• Reread the current sentence.
Go back to the capital letter and
read through to the period. Don’t
stop till you get there.
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• Review. Flip back a bit. Skim
headings or the first and last lines
of paragraphs.

• Break it down. Split paragraphs
into sentences and sentences into
phrases.
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3. Phrases follow predictable patterns. In general, phrases:
• Follow the grammar of the sentence and are read as a unit.

• Are 3-6 words long, occasionally
one or two, very rarely 7 or more.

• Are separated from each other by
a tiny “space”, but not a pause.

4. Phrasing makes hard texts easier. Phrasing is helpful all the time. But
it’s especially important to concentrate on when:
• You’re having trouble decoding. Stumbling on words makes
ideas hard to understand.

• You need more comprehension. Careful phrasing is a great
way to pick up small details.
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MONITOR AND REPAIR
Get students’ understanding of a
text back on track when their reading comprehension breaks down.

On a dark January night, a stout man with a black bag limps down a narrow
path into a wrap of fog. Unusual as it is, this nocturnal stroll is anything but
unusual for Mr. Bostwick; his work brings him to many locations around this
tiny town, and almost always at odd hours. Night is normal for Mr. B; in fact,
many in his occupation find daylight distracting—too much human contact.

2. Phrasing breaks language into meaningful parts. In the phrased version of The Pledge of Allegiance, each line makes sense by itself. Language
works in phrases. And reading works best when we can see them easily.

• You’re faced with long sentences. Big ideas are easier to understand in small parts.

• Focus on the tough spot. Isolate
the difficult sentence or phrase.
Don’t spend too much time on
any a single word.

1. The best way to find answers is to ask questions. To figure out something about a text, pose a question and go looking for the answer.

I pledge allegiance
to the flag
of the United States of America
and to the Republic
for which it stands,
etc...

• Start with little words and end
with big ones.

Tell-Show

Question

TM

1. Phrasing is a natural activity all readers understand. Most readers
don’t think about phrasing. But they know it by heart:

2. Fix comprehension breakdowns with the big four fix-up strategies.
Here are the four most common ways readers repair their understanding:

Sides
Date
Place
Outcome
Importance

Sides
Date
Place
Outcome
Importance

Phrase Breaking

Monitor and Repair

TM

1. Abstract something important by looking for common elements.
Say we’re studying history and that wars keep coming up for us to learn
about. Wars are full of battles and we always need to know which battles
were important and why. As we study many battles, we see that some elements are the same in every one. Battles usually have two sides, they’re
fought on a certain date and in a certain place, they have an outcome
whereby one side wins and another loses, and they have some importance
in history otherwise we wouldn’t be studying them.

• Question: What is Mr. Bostwick
on his way to do?

• Question: Why does he mostly
work at night?

• Question: What’s in the bag? Is
he a doctor?

• Question: Is he doing something
that might get him in trouble?

The world will note that the first atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, a
military base. That was because we wished in this first attack to avoid, insofar
as possible, the killing of civilians. But that attack is only a warning of things to
come. If Japan does not surrender, bombs will have to be dropped on her war
industries and, unfortunately, thousands of civilian lives will be lost. I urge Japanese civilians to leave industrial cities immediately, and save themselves from
destruction.
TELL

...the first atomic bomb was
dropped on Hiroshima, a military
base.

Either Truman didn’t know it was a
city or he didn’t want Americans
to know we’d bombed civilians.

2. Fat questions are usually more interesting than skinny ones. Asking
questions from different angles inspires interesting insights.

I urge Japanese civilians to leave
industrial cities immediately,...

Either Truman plans to drop more
bombs or he just wants to scare
the Japanese into surrendering.

When the “Big Three” met at Yalta to carve up Europe in the aftermath of World
War II, the deck was stacked in Russia’s favor. Roosevelt was weak and tired, his
health was failing. He would die in two months. Churchill was stubborn and
defiant but eventually gave in. In contrast, Stalin was strong and energetic. He
knew he could drive a hard bargain and win.
• Skinny Questions: Who won
World War II? What did the leaders
talk about? When did Roosevelt
die? Where is Yalta?

TELL

Skinny questions often begin with “who”, “what”, “when”, or “where.” Fat questions often begin with “how” and “why.”

• You’re reading above your level. When you’re struggling, phrasing helps you read more accurately and more fluently.

3. Ask questions that drill down into what matters most. Instead of
asking questions randomly, focus on something important (often with a fat
question). Then follow up on that one thing (often with skinny questions).
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PHRASE BREAKING
Improve reading comprehension
and fluency, especially in challenging texts with long sentences.
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• Text-to-Text. When something you
read reminds you of something else
you’ve read.

Mystery Powder #4 caused a reaction when we put it in the solution.
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QUESTION
Focus students on posing effective questions that improve their
understanding in all contexts.

SHOW

At first, nothing happened when
we put the powder in. But after
about 15 seconds, it started to
bubble a little. As it bubbled up,
the solution began to slowly turn
green. After about a minute, the
bubbles stopped and eventually
the green color faded until the solution was almost totally clear
again.
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• Text-to-Media. When something
you read reminds you of a movie,
TV show, song, play, painting,
sculpture, dance, video game, or
other creative representation.

• Inference: It’s the first day of
school; Damon doesn’t want to go.

• Text-to-My-Text. When something
you read reminds you of something
you’ve written.

• Text-to-Self. Tells us about what
we like and don’t like.

• Text-to-Text and Text-to-Media.
Helps us assess quality.

• Text-to-World. Helps us understand themes and main idea.

• Text-to-My-Text. Teaches us about
writing.
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TELLSHOW
Help students add descriptive, concrete, “showing” details in writing,
and improve inference in reading.

• Text-to-Text and Text-to-Media.
How do the presentations compare? Which do you like more?

• Text-to-World. Is this about your
life or life in general? Is there a lesson to be learned here?

• Text-to-My-Text. What do you appreciate about the text? Is there a
technique you can use?
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2. The main idea is the one most important thing the writer wants
you to know. If you could boil a text down to a single sentence that represented what it was all about, that would be the main idea. You know you’ve
found one when you’ve found something that is:

• Inference: Damon is very angry
about the summer being over.

• A complete sentence. It’s not just
the topic, it’s what the author
wants you to know about it.

• Important to the writer. What
one thing does the writer seem to
care about most?

2. Successful inferences tell us more than what is written. There’s often more to a piece than just the words. Our job is to infer what that is.

• A message, a moral, a lesson. It’s
what the author most wants you to
understand and benefit from.

• Important to the reader. What
do you care about most in this particular text?

• Inference: Damon is angry but it’s
not about having to start school.

4. Connections are enhanced by questions. When you make a strong
connection with a text, take a moment to explore it with these questions:

3. Theme and main idea are different but closely related. A theme is
something important about which a writer has something to say; a main
idea is the one most important thing the writer has to say about it.

• Inference: Damon misses his father.

THEME

Love
The Pain of Growing Up
Perseverance
The Puzzling Popularity of Paris Hilton

3. Writers sometimes show us one thing to tell us another thing.
What writers show us is an example of what they want us to know.
SHOW

...long weekend over Labor Day.
...he threw it across the room...
Where was he now?
Why couldn’t Damon be there, too?

TELL

It’s the first day of school.
Damon is angry.
Damon misses his dad.
Damon wants to go and live with him.

THE FIVE TEXT CONNECTIONS
Demonstrate the purpose and
value of effective connections in
texts of all forms.
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MAIN IDEA

Love conquers all.
We find our own way in own time.
Slow and steady makes the grade.
We’ll always have Paris.

4. Specific techniques help you find themes and main ideas. Here are
two approaches that work most of the time for most readers:

4. Inferences work best when we tie them to the text. When you make
an inference, keep track of the words and ideas that inspired it.
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1. A theme is a general idea a writer explores in depth. Themes are
usually stated as single words or phrases: Love; The Pain of Growing Up; Perseverance; Global Warming; The Puzzling Popularity of Paris Hilton; Etc.

An inference is an educated guess, but it’s just a guess. Most inferences
have to be confirmed with other clues we encounter in other places.

As he drifted into an uneasy sleep, he flashed on his father sitting alone in a
room. Where was he now? Why couldn’t Damon be there, too?

3. Text-to-text connections are the hardest and most valuable. It’s
hard to remember things from one text to the next, but connecting something in one with something in another can strengthen your understanding
and improve your memory of both.

• Text-to-Self. How does the text remind you of you? How do you feel
about that?

1. An inference is an educated guess. Certain words, phrases, and ideas
help us discover additional information and gain valuable insight.
Damon enjoyed the long weekend over Labor Day. But when the alarm clock
rang on Tuesday morning, he pretended he didn’t hear it. When that didn’t
work, he threw it across the room and pulled the covers up over his head.

2. Different connections help you learn different things. All connections are helpful but each type has something specific to offer.

2. Use the Tell-Show strategy to improve the quality of description.
Here, we add visual detail to a generic description of a science experiment.

• Fat Questions: How did the
physical and emotional health of
the three leaders affect the outcome of the negotiations?

• Text-to-Self. When something you
read reminds you of yourself.

Theme and Main Idea

Infer

1. Readers connect with texts in many ways. Connections make reading
fun and help you understand things. Here are five kinds of connections:

• Text-to-World. When something
you read reminds you of the world
or life in general.

SHOW

Asking questions helps you find answers as you move further into the text. The trick is
to focus on the best questions so you can find the best answers.

• You’re having trouble with new
vocabulary. Phrasing helps you
discover what a word means in relation to others. It also gives you
clues as to how a word functions
as a part of speech.
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The Five Text Connections

TM

1. Use the Tell-Show strategy to make inferences. In this example, from
President Truman’s radio speech after the bombing of Hiroshima, what
would you say about Truman’s knowledge and intentions?
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INFER
Improve inference with specific
techniques that work with all texts
across the curriculum.

• Main Idea. Ask “What’s the one
most important thing the writer
wants me to know?” Answer in the
form of a complete sentence. Don’t
include “The main idea is....”

• Theme. Look for examples of the
same thing coming up again and
again. These are “motifs.” What do
they have in common? What general idea do they all refer to?
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THEME AND MAIN IDEA
Propose a clear definition of each
term along with meaningful explanations of how they work together.
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How Does Integrated Literacy Work With Learners of All Ability Levels?

Integrated Literacy’s Learning Patterns™ are taught along a continuum of gradually increasing independence and a continuum of gradually increasing complexity.
Meeting Students Where They Are

I

deally, we want every student to master valuable techniques. By choosing different modes of instruction—modeled, shared, directed, suggested, and facilitated—we serve beginning, intermediate, and
advanced students well by moving them steadily along a continuum of increasing independence.
MODELED

SHARED

Providing Freedom Within Responsible Boundaries

I

f students learn to do only what we tell them when we tell them to do it, what will they do on their
own? We can’t be sure. But we can teach kids how to make good choices if, as they grow, we give
them a responsible range of options to choose from while they are within our sphere of influence.
SUGGESTED

DIRECTED

FACILITATED

Use when you think students will benefit most from seeing
you do something and understanding how you do it.

Use when you think students will benefit most from
working with you on a single shared piece of work.

Use when you think most students can be successful on
their own as long as they have direct, explicit instruction.

Use when you want to give kids the choice to choose their
technique and compare their results with and without it.

Use when you think students can be successful without
explicit instruction and may need only occasional advice.

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Modeling is easy and effective, and it requires
little preparation. Teachers demonstrate a technique, thinking aloud to the class so students
can understand both what and how something
is being done. While modeling is most often
used in the lower grades, it works well at all
grades and in all subjects. Kids love watching
teachers work and teachers experience what it’s
like for kids to perform a given task.

Shared work brings teachers and students together as a team. While the teacher leads the
lesson, and typically records the work, students
suggest the work that is done. At any time,
teachers can prompt students toward a specific
goal by making suggestions themselves, asking for specific suggestions from the students,
or by asking specific questions designed to
prompt kids toward better understanding.

In this mode, teachers tell the entire class what
they would like each individual student to
do. Directing kids to perform specific tasks is
probably the most common mode of instruction teachers use. Not surprisingly, it’s important to give clear directions. If the task is complex, or if students are working independently
for the first time, teachers may model their
own independent work as kids perform theirs.

Once kids know a technique, we’d like them
to recognize for themselves when they need
to use it. At this point, one of the best things
teachers do is suggest a strategy without formally directing that it be used. This is a safe
way to increase kids’ ownership in how they
do their work. If they can perform the task
successfully a different way, that’s great. If not,
they have a suggestion that will work.

We want kids to become independent learners.
But we also want them to do good work. Facilitation is the key and responsible boundaries around student choices are the mechanism
that makes it work. Instead of directing or suggesting a particular approach, teachers let kids
make their own choices. This is not free choice;
it is choice bounded by a range of responsible
options that support consistent success.

Students

Students

Students

Students

Students

To get the most out of modeling, students do
the following things: (1) Pay close attention to
what the teacher is doing and saying; (2) Ask
themselves why the teacher might be doing or
saying particular things; and (3) Think of questions they would like to ask or comments they
would like to make, either during the modeling session if the teacher invites them, or after
the modeling session has concluded.

In shared work situations, students work as
part of a team, one that may also include the
teacher. To get the most out of shared work,
students do the following: (1) Suggest ways of
getting the work done; (2) Attend closely to the
suggestions of other students; (3) Provide actionable feedback on results that lead to ideas
for improvement; and (4) Ask questions that
clarify understanding and further the process.

If kids aren’t sure what to do, there are four
smart things they can try: (1) Look at what
your teacher is doing; (2) Look at what your
neighbor is doing; (3) Refer to the directions
if they are available; or (4) Stop for a bit, think
a little, and try something that makes sense.
These choices improve independence, keep
class moving, and are often preferable to repeated choruses of “What do I do next?”

On their way to independent problem-solving,
kids often want to do things their way. This is
often a positive sign that they are gaining confidence. But they don’t always make the best
choices. Letting them choose their own approach, however, gives them an opportunity to
compare the success of their work with previous attempts and to determine if they really are
ready to tackle certain tasks on their own.

Kids want to do things their way. We want
them to do things their way, too—as long as
they do them well. Kids become independent
by making choices, assessing results, and taking ownership of the consequences of their
actions. Knowing that we are there to facilitate
their success, but not to direct it, says that we
trust them to make smart choices. It also gives
them the confidence they need to take risks.

LEARNING PATTERNS USED WITH INTEGRATED LITERACY
Statement and Support

The Three E’s of Strong Support

Learning is more than taking tests and moving to the next grade. For most of
us, the challenges of life provide far more instruction than sitting in a classroom. As Mark Twain said, “Never let school interfere with your education.”
IDEA

• Examples. These are things that represent the point we are trying to make. In
writing, they are often presented as little stories sometimes called “anecdotes”.

• For most of us, the challenges of life
provide far more instruction than
sitting in a classroom.

• Evidence. You can think of evidence as anything you could present in a court
of law: facts and figures, quotations, artifacts, etc.

• As Mark Twain said, “Never let school
interfere with your education.”

2. For logical arguments, use the What-Why-How strategy. Most arguments can be understood by asking three questions: What does the author
think? Why does the author think it? How does the author know?
Driving is becoming more dangerous. I’ve almost been hit twice recently by
people paying attention to electronic gadgets instead of the road. In a USA Today survey, 72% of drivers said they take cell phone calls while driving.
WHY DO YOU THINK IT?

HOW DO YOU KNOW?

Driving is becoming more
dangerous.

I’ve almost been hit twice
by people paying attention to electronic gadgets
instead of the road.

In a recent USA Today survey, 72% of drivers said
they take cell phone calls
while driving.

3. The best arguments use examples, explanations, and evidence for
support. Each type of support appeals to a part of our personality:

• Explanations: These satisfy our
curiosity and need for logic.

• Evidence: Facts and figures appeal to our sense of certainty and
our desire to have new ideas validated by respected independent
authorities.
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I wonder how Hank Aaron will feel when Barry Bonds breaks his home run
record. Records are broken all the time, but it looks like Bonds may have
cheated by taking performance-enhancing drugs. Baseball fans everywhere
will probably feel a little uncomfortable. And now, no one will know who the
real home run king is.

Statistics mean more in baseball than in any other sport. And the home run
record is the most important statistic of all. When a cloud of suspicion hangs
over the man who holds it, a cloud hangs over the entire game. People will
just feel bad about it. But there won’t be anything they can do.

4. Evidence. Here, the writer will use statistics from surveys to give his thesis more credibility. People can always question the legitimacy of evidence,
but for the most part, they don’t. That’s why statistical data is such a popular
way to make a point.

STATEMENT AND SUPPORT
Develop foundational skills for one
of the most common task students
perform in all subject areas.
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THINGS YOU DO FOR FUN

• Baseball
• The Mall
• Internet

• Shopping
• Party
• Watch TV

THINGS YOU’RE INTERESTED IN

• Family • My Community
• Friends • People being
• My Dog treated fairly

• Computers • College
• Getting a
• Cars
part-time job
• Math

Baseball

Money

Recent surveys tell the story best. More than half of the people who count
themselves as serious baseball fans say they will not accept Barry Bonds as
the legitimate home run king. And almost two-thirds of fans say the league
has been too soft when it comes to the use of performance-enhancing drugs.
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THINGS YOU LIKE

THINGS YOU CARE ABOUT

45

THE THREE E’S
Use examples, explanations, and
evidence to support logical arguments and to assess their strength.

• Intellectual Traits. Thinking style,
problem-solving ability, etc.

Chaining

1. Associate the elements you need to learn. Put questions with answers, words with definitions, problems with solutions, etc. Here, we’ll be using a simple example with multiplication and division facts.

1. Write sentence after sentence like links in a chain. Take the best part
of the first sentence and use it to write a second sentence:

PROBLEM

• Feelings. Love, freedom, safety,
any strong and positive emotion.

3. Fiction is all about how characters get or don’t get what they want.
The plot of a story unfolds as characters try to get what they want.

SUBJECT

TOPIC

Civil War

Sports during the period;
baseball as a popular pastime during the war.

Civil War

Standard of living; purchasing power of families; types
of money; taxes.
Employment rates; job opportunities for young people; wages; careers.

College

Civil War

College opportunities; admissions process; costs;
fields of study; trades.

Music

Civil War

Popular music of the period; famous performers;
music as a business.
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• Social Traits. Interactions with
others, relationships, etc.

• Emotional Traits. Overall mood,
reactions to events, etc.

• Things. Possessions, money, a job,
to be in a different place, etc.

Civil War

Part-Time Job

• Physical Traits. Anything relating
to physical description.

Associate-Manipulate-Regenerate

TM

1. Fiction is all about characters. Characters can be explored many ways
but the “character trait” approach is probably the most common:

2. Fiction is all about what characters want. Sometimes characters want
things, sometimes they want feelings, and sometimes they want both:

2. Interest + Subject = Topic. Use the Topic Equations chart to connect
your interests to the subject you are studying.

3. Explanations satisfy our curiosity. The writer’s position here is that
Bonds’ new record will hurt the game of baseball. This explanation tells why.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

• Examples: Images and stories stir
our emotions and draw us in.

2. Examples appeal to an audience’s emotions. Here’s a writer using examples to talk about a serious problem in professional baseball.

The Five Facts of Fiction

TM

1. Identify different areas of interest. Use the Like-Fun-Care About-Interested In chart to make lists.
• Money • Music
• Clothes • Movies
• Video Games
• Pizza

• Explanations. If people don’t understand a statement we’ve made, or if they
don’t quite believe it, they may ask us to give them an explanation.

DETAILS

Learning is more than taking tests
and moving to the next grade.

Topic Equations

TM

1. You can support an argument with examples, explanations, or evidence. Though any support is better than nothing, the best arguments use
all three techniques.

1. The Idea-Details strategy is an easy way to organize statements
and support. Any text can be organized with Idea-Details:
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TOPIC EQUATIONS
Guide kids in making responsible
choices about what they study
within your defined curriculum.

• Does the character get it? Yes,
no, sort of? Explain.

• How does it happen? What is the
sequence of events?.

• Change. How does the change
happen?

• Ending. Character’s state of mind
at the end of the story.

• Lesson. What lesson do we learn
from the character’s experience?

• Things. Important objects, activities, occurrences, etc.

• Places. The many different settings
in the story.

• Ideas. Themes a writers wants to
explore.
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56

56 / 7 =

8

56 / 8 =

7

56

7

8

7 x 8 = 56

8 x 7 = 56

56 / 7 = 8

56 / 8 = 7

No matter which number I start with or which direction I go, I know I can
make a correct answer. In time, I’ll be able to reduce the information even
farther by throwing away the triangle and just using the three numbers 7, 8,
and 56. This is my goal because I want to be able to quickly recall all four
facts in the fact family as soon as I see any one of the three numbers.
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Identify-Plan-Execute-Check

LINK (Best Part)

SENTENCE #2

My dog can do the most
amazing things.

amazing things

If I throw a Frisbee, he can
catch it in his teeth.

If I throw a Frisbee, he can
catch it in his teeth.

catch it in his
teeth

He snags it out of the air
like a wild beast attacking
his prey.

He snags it out of the air
like a wild beast attacking
his prey.

like a wild beast

• If the problem is not stated as a direct question, can I restate it as a
direct question?
• What information is available?

LINK (Question)

At first, when I threw it, he
would just sit there.

What did you do?

[So] I ran with the Frisbee
and a treat in my hand and
made him jump for it.

[So] I ran with the Frisbee
and a treat in my hand and
made him jump for it.

Did it work?

A week later, he could
catch it if I threw it ahead a
few feet.

At first, when I threw it, he
would just sit there.

• Does this problem look like one I
have solved before?

• Is there more than one way to
solve this problem?

• Can this problem be broken down
into smaller problems?

• Which part of the problem should
I tackle first?

• Am I following my plan correctly?
• Am I discovering anything new
that would cause me to go back
to an earlier stage in this process?

• Can I solve the problem again in a
different way?
• Does the solution directly address
the problem?

7

THE FIVE FACTS OF FICTION
ASSOCIATEMANIPULATEREGENERATE
CHAINING
Create and analyze works of fiction
Improve recall, encourage selfString sentences and paragraphs
and character-based non-fiction
testing, and facilitate distributed
together with ease and fluency in
with a single universal model.
practice in all subject area.
ways that make sense.

2. Select important elements and their common traits. Here, we’ve created a grid to help us learn about four simple machines: the inclined plane,
the lever, the pulley, and the wheel and axle. For each machine we want to
learn the description, real-life examples, and the formula for calculating mechanical advantage.

Machine

Inclined Plane

Description

A surface that
is higher at
one end than
at the other.

A bar resting
A grooved
on a point
wheel with a
(called the “ful- rope through
crum”).
it.

A wheel with a
rod through
the center.

Ramp, staircase, ladder.

Bottle opener,
shovel, wheelbarrow

Flagpole,
crane, window
blinds

Doorknob,
steering
wheel, roller
skates

Length divided
by Height to
which it is
raised.

Distance from
Fulcrum to
Force divided
by Distance
from Fulcrum
to Load.

Number of
Ropes.

Radius of
Wheel divided
by Radius of
Axle.

• Am I making progress toward a
correct solution?
• Is my work accurate?

Examples

• How is the solution to this problem similar to other solutions I
have created?
• How can this solution be applied
to other types of problems?
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TM

1. Arranging information in a grid makes it easier to learn. The grid improves memorization because it helps us associate information. Every cell in
the interior of the grid is associated with two categories and all the other
cells with which it shares a horizontal row or vertical column. These relationships help us store and recall information. For example, we can use the chart
to extract ideas like this: “To calculate the mechanical advantage of an inclined plane, divide the length by the height to which it is raised.”

Four Types of Simple Machines

4. Check the solution. Even with the best plan and the most careful execution you might still make mistakes. Check your work carefully.

3. You can even chain paragraphs. Make the next paragraph about the
best part of the previous paragraph. Or create a paragraph that answers a
question your reader might have.
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• Is all the information present or
does additional information need
to be derived?

3. Execute the plan. Once you’ve got a plan, carrying it out is easy. All you
have to do is follow your own instructions.

SENTENCE #2

Why was it hard?

• What information is relevant to
the solution?

2. Plan a solution. Sketching out a simple plan before you begin working
improves your accuracy and efficiency, and helps you spot problems early.

It reminds me of those
shark attack shows I’ve
seen on TV.

I had a hard time training
my dog to catch a Frisbee.

InfoGrids

TM

1. Identify the problem. The biggest challenge we have often comes from
misunderstanding the problem.
• What am I being asked to do?

2. In addition to “best part” chains, you can also create “question”
chains. Think of a question a reader would ask and answer it.
SENTENCE #1

3. Use the manipulated information to help you regenerate the original information you need to know. Now I can practice my math facts by
simply moving around the triangle.

5. Fiction is all about a world an author creates. What’s in this world?
What kind of world is it?
• People. Other characters and their
relationships.

56

8x7=

2. Manipulate the information into a different form. By changing the
form of the information, we give our brain a chance to learn it in a different
way. This improves our memory. If we can reduce the amount of information
we’re working with, that’s even better. Here, I’m going to arrange the numbers in a triangle.

4. Fiction is all about how characters change. Some change a lot, some
change a little, some don’t seem to change at all.
• Beginning. Character’s state of
mind at the start of the story.

SOLUTION

7x8=

SENTENCE #1
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IDENTIFYPLANEXECUTECHECK
Apply a process for all-purpose
problem-solving in all subjects,
and especially math.

Mechanical
Advantage

Lever

Pulley

Wheel & Axle
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INFOGRIDS
Organize important information
in logical ways that makes it easy
to study and recall.
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